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Modeling Lead-Vehicle Kinematics for Rear-End
Crash Scenario Generation

Jian Wu , Carol Flannagan , Ulrich Sander , and Jonas Bärgman

Abstract— The use of virtual safety assessment as the primary
method for evaluating vehicle safety technologies has emphasized
the importance of crash scenario generation. One of the most
common crash types is the rear-end crash, which involves a lead
vehicle and a following vehicle. Most studies have focused on
the following vehicle, assuming that the lead vehicle maintains
a constant acceleration/deceleration before the crash. However,
there is no evidence for this premise in the literature. This study
aims to address this knowledge gap by thoroughly analyzing and
modeling the lead vehicle’s behavior as a first step in generating
rear-end crash scenarios. Accordingly, the study employed a
piecewise linear model to parameterize the speed profiles of lead
vehicles, utilizing two rear-end pre-crash/near-crash datasets.
These datasets were merged and categorized into multiple sub-
datasets; for each one, a multivariate distribution was constructed
to represent the corresponding parameters. Subsequently, a syn-
thetic dataset was generated using these distribution models and
validated by comparison with the original combined dataset. The
results highlight diverse lead-vehicle speed patterns, indicating
that a more accurate model, such as the proposed piecewise
linear model, is required instead of the conventional constant
acceleration/deceleration model. Crashes generated with the
proposed models accurately match crash data across the full
severity range, surpassing existing lead-vehicle kinematics models
in both severity range and accuracy. By providing more realistic
speed profiles for the lead vehicle, the model developed in the
study contributes to creating realistic rear-end crash scenarios
and reconstructing real-life crashes.

Index Terms— Rear-end crash, lead-vehicle kinematics, data
combination, multivariate distribution modeling, data synthesis,
virtual safety assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION

VIRTUAL safety assessment has emerged as the primary
approach for evaluating the safety of Advanced Driver
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Assistance Systems (ADAS) and Automated Driving Systems
(ADS) due to its cost-effectiveness and efficiency compared
to traditional field testing [1], [2], [3], [4]. The two main
approaches to such assessment are traffic-simulation-based [5],
[6], [7] and in-depth-crash-data-based (referred to as IDC-
based) [8], [9], [10].

The traffic-simulation-based approach simulates daily driv-
ing in order to create crash events in a virtual naturalistic
driving environment [5], [6], [7]. Typically, traffic simulation
models are built using naturalistic driving data (NDD), which
includes few crashes, and those captured are typically of low
severity. For safety evaluation, simulations are often conducted
over an extended period (measured in millions of simulation
hours) using the subject vehicle (i.e., the vehicle for which the
system is assessed) both with and without the specific ADAS
or ADS. The number of crashes experienced in each situation
is subsequently compared.

This approach has three primary challenges. First, it is very
inefficient; due to the high dimensionality of the environment
and the rareness of safety-critical events, demonstrating the
safety performance of autonomous vehicles requires hundreds
of millions of miles [7]. To tackle this problem, Feng et al. [7]
proposed a solution known as the naturalistic and adversarial
driving environment (NADE), which introduces sparse but
adversarial modifications in order to reduce the number of
virtual test miles needed while maintaining unbiased evalua-
tions. However, even with the NADE technique, a substantial
number of test miles is still necessary. Second, utilizing NDD
as the initial condition for generating crash scenarios may lead
to stark differences in crash characteristics compared to real-
world crashes, both at the individual level and in terms of
their overall distribution. Olleja et al. [11] compared crash
generation methods using normal driving data and near-crash
incidents with crashes obtained from in-depth crash databases.
The results showed substantial disparities: normal driving data
failed to reflect the crash outcomes and criticality observed
in crashes from in-depth crash databases. Third and finally,
crashes generated by the traffic-simulation-based approach
rely heavily on accurate models of road-user behaviors that
can produce realistic crashes (representative of real-world
scenarios). However, validation of the details of the generated
crashes is infrequent.

In contrast to the traffic-simulation-based approach, the
IDC-based approach uses in-depth crash data containing
reconstructed (and sometimes, although much more rarely,
recorded) information such as vehicle kinematics to gener-
ate virtual crashes, either directly (by constructing digital
twins for individual crashes) or indirectly (by sampling from
distributions of relevant crash characteristics). A simulation
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with the ADAS or ADS [4], [8], [9], [12], [13] is then run
for each generated crash to answer the question, “What would
happen if vehicle X were equipped with technology Y?”

The IDC-based approach, however, also has its challenges.
First, the safety assessments of ADAS and ADS typically
require more real-world crash instances than what is currently
accessible. Furthermore, the limited availability of real-world
crashes with in-depth information hampers the representation
of the diverse range of crashes within specific scenarios.
Consequently, “synthetic crashes”, which can be viewed as
variations of the original crashes, must be generated to fill
in the gaps between real crashes [10]. Second, the selection
criteria used in traditional in-depth crash databases inherently
introduce a bias toward severe crashes. Relying solely on
these databases to create synthetic crashes [10], [14], [15]
skews the crash generation models, potentially distorting the
overall analysis. A third issue relates to how crashes are
generated and their representativeness in the real world. Using
reconstructions to generate crashes can be problematic as
it involves making assumptions about individual road users,
such as their braking profiles, without relying on detailed
pre-crash recordings. While the crash outcome, such as the
change in speed during the crash, may be reasonably accurate,
the pre-crash kinematics is influenced by the decisions made
during reconstruction and by the reconstruction software itself,
leading to models based on assumptions and software rather
than on explicit descriptions of the pre-crash kinematics of
real crashes. In one such model, Gambi et al. [14] proposed
a model to efficiently generate crash scenarios by extracting
crash information from police reports using Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) techniques. However, this model
mainly relies on information from police reports and con-
siders basic kinematics, overlooking driver behavior, leaving
uncertainty about how accurately crashes generated from this
“simplistic kinematics” method reflect the safety benefits of
the assessed systems. A fourth issue is encountered when
generating crashes at the tails of distributions. For example,
Wang et al. [15] demonstrated that using independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) followed by kernel density estimation
(KDE) to generate synthetic crashes can introduce biases,
particularly near boundaries and in distributions with long
tails [16]. Overall, methodological choices significantly impact
the accuracy and generalizability of the crash scenarios pro-
duced for both scenario generation approaches.

To address the limitations of both approaches, a novel
method combining data from naturalistic driving and recorded
pre-crash kinematics from in-depth crash databases is pro-
posed. This combined dataset covers the full severity range
(from low to high severity levels) and aids in developing
crash-generation models applicable to both traffic-simulation-
based and IDC-based approaches. This study focuses specif-
ically on rear-end crash scenario generation as an initial step
in demonstrating the proposed method.

A rear-end crash, in which the front of one vehicle collides
with the rear of another, is a common crash type. In the
United States, for example, rear-end crashes accounted for
27.8 percent of all car crashes in 2020 [17]. Hence, studying
rear-end crash scenario generation is essential. Moreover, the

rear-end crash is relatively simple since it refers mainly to
longitudinal maneuvers, and only two vehicles (the lead and
the following vehicles) are involved. Consequently, synthetic
rear-end crashes can be created based on models of the two
involved vehicles, in which the lead vehicle is independent of
the following vehicle, and the following vehicle responds to
the presence and actions of the lead vehicle.

To address these issues, we propose a novel approach to
rear-end scenario generation, which combines the lead-vehicle
kinematics model and the following vehicle behavior model to
obtain representative rear-end crash scenarios across the full
severity range. The work presented in this paper addresses only
the first step of this crash scenario generation approach. Many
other studies have analyzed the following vehicle’s behavior
during rear-end emergencies (crashes and near-crashes) by
means of a driver response model [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25]. For example, Markkula et al. [23] used
a piecewise linear model and used driver glance behaviors
to model the following vehicles’ speed profiles in naturalis-
tic rear-end emergencies. They found that braking typically
started less than a second after the kinematic urgency reached
certain threshold levels; faster reactions occurred at higher
urgencies.

However, there has been a notable lack of research on the
lead vehicle’s behavior in such situations despite its significant
influence on the following vehicle. In crash reconstruction and
rear-end emergency studies, it is commonly assumed that the
lead vehicle maintains a constant acceleration or deceleration
before the crash [19], [21], [24], even though there is inad-
equate evidence to support this assumption. To address this
knowledge gap, the objective of this study is to develop a
model of the lead-vehicle kinematics in rear-end crashes across
the full severity range as the first step in generating rear-end
crash scenarios. Future work will use models of the following
vehicle’s behavior together with the lead-vehicle kinematics
model from this work to generate rear-end crash scenarios.

In this study, a piecewise linear model was employed to
parameterize the speed profiles of the lead vehicles in two
established datasets of rear-end pre-crash/near-crash incidents.
These datasets consist of recorded vehicle kinematics prior
to the actual crash or near-crash events. The two datasets
were combined to create a comprehensive dataset that spans
the full range of severity, which was then categorized into
multiple sub-datasets based primarily on lead-vehicle speed
change patterns. Next, a multivariate distribution model of the
parameters was built for each sub-dataset. Finally, a synthetic
dataset was generated by sampling the synthetic lead vehicles’
speed profiles created by the distribution models in proportion
to the sample size of each sub-dataset. The synthetic dataset
was then validated by comparing the parameter distributions
and kinematics of the generated crashes with the original
combined dataset.

II. DATASETS

This study focuses on passenger vehicle rear-end
crashes/near-crashes, and the data come from two sources: the
Crash Investigation Sampling System (CISS) and the Second
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Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2) Naturalistic
Driving Study (NDS).

CISS is a nationally representative complex probability sam-
ple of general passenger vehicle crashes in the United States in
which at least one light vehicle was towed away [26], [27]. The
data collection started in 2017 and is still ongoing. The data
are from in-depth crash investigations that include inspection
of damaged vehicles and crash sites, as well as estimation of
crash kinematics. In addition, Event Data Recorder (EDR) data
were extracted and included in the sample whenever possible.

In the SHRP2 NDS, over 3,300 passenger vehicles were
instrumented with a data acquisition system (DAS) that col-
lected four video views (driver’s face, driver’s hands, forward
roadway, and rear roadway) and information from vehicle
networks and sensors [28]. Naturalistic driving data from six
sites around the United States were collected through the
participant vehicles between 2010 and 2013. Unlike the CISS
dataset, which only contains crashes, the SHRP2 dataset con-
tains both crashes and near-crashes. A dozen trigger algorithms
were executed on collected trip files followed by manual
annotation to identify crashes and near-crashes (defined as
any circumstances that require a rapid evasive maneuver by
the subject vehicle or any other vehicle, pedestrian, cyclist,
or animal to avoid a crash [28]). It is worth mentioning that
there is no overlap between the CISS and SHRP2 datasets
since the data were collected at different times.

A. Data Selection

Rear-end pre-crash/near-crash data for incidents in which
the subject vehicle that collected the data was the lead vehicle
(struck vehicle) were extracted from both datasets. The subject
vehicle’s speed v (unit: m/s) was the only signal we used;
the signal was directly estimated from the wheel speed or
in-vehicle inertial sensor.

In the CISS dataset, only rear-end crashes in which the
struck vehicle was equipped with an event data recorder con-
taining recorded data from the pre-crash phase were extracted.
Among these cases, the ones with a data frequency of no less
than 5 Hz were selected for this study. Of the selected 52 CISS
crashes, three have a frequency of 5 Hz, while the rest have
a frequency of 10 Hz.

In the SHRP2 dataset, incidents (crashes and near-crashes)
labeled “Rear-end, struck” were selected. The frequency of all
the SHRP2 data used is 10 Hz.

The code for extracting cases from CISS and SHRP2
datasets is published online [29].

B. Data Groups

In the study, the crashes extracted from the SHRP2 dataset
were originally labeled according to severity level: I (most
severe), II (police-reportable), and III (minor). Note that level
IV (low-risk tire strikes) is not included. A crash that involves
an airbag deployment, injury to the driver, pedal cyclist or
pedestrian, vehicle rollover, high Delta V, or requires vehicle
towing is classified as severity level I. A level II crash is any
police-reportable crash that does not meet the level I crash
requirements. All other crashes that involve physical contact

TABLE I
ALL EXTRACTED EVENTS

with minimal damage are considered level III crashes [31].
In this study, a crash is indexed as ‘Severe’ if it fulfills the
SHRP2 severity level I definition and ‘Non-severe’ otherwise.
In addition, the severity level of any near-crash is designated
as ‘None’.

The data were separated into four groups according to
source and severity level, as Table I shows. Group 1, CISS_sc,
comprises the extracted CISS crashes. They fulfill the SHRP2
severity level I definition and are, therefore, considered severe
crashes. Extracted SHRP2 severity level I crashes belong to
Group 2, SHRP2_sc. The SHRP2 crashes at severity levels II
and III make up Group 3, SHRP2_nsc (non-severe crashes).
Group 4, SHRP2_nc, consists of SHRP2 near-crashes. The
raw sample sizes of Groups 1-4 are 52, 24, 106, and 272,
respectively. However, not all samples are valid; the conditions
for selecting valid samples are introduced in the following
subsection.

C. Event Data Extraction

Time zero, for a crash, is the impact moment. For a near-
crash, it is the moment when the following vehicle reaches
the minimum distance to the subject vehicle. This moment
was annotated manually according to the video.

CISS data typically contains five seconds before the impact,
while SHRP2 data contains a longer duration. To make all
events equivalent, −5 s was set as the start-point of all events.
The closest data point to the impact moment was excluded to
avoid a possible sharp acceleration pulse near impact. Because
the lowest data frequency is 5 Hz, raw data were extracted
only up to 0.3 s before impact (t = −5 s to t = −0.3 s) for
each crash. For a near-crash, the extracted duration is from
t = −5 s to t = 0 s.

The extracted events fulfilling the following conditions were
considered valid and selected for further analysis:

• The total sample duration should be no less than three
seconds (due to missing or invalid data).

• The fitted accelerations should range between −1 g
and 1 g, where g is the gravitational acceleration.
(This study simplifies the lead-vehicle speed profile as a
sequence of straight lines. The fitted accelerations are the
slopes of those lines. More details on fitted acceleration
are in Section III.)

There were 49, 20, 63, and 171 valid samples for Groups 1-4,
respectively (see Table I).
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of six steps of data analysis performed in the study.

III. METHODOLOGY

The following six steps (see Fig. 1) were performed
successively:

1) Parameterization of the lead-vehicle speed profiles
2) Data combination
3) Data categorization
4) Multivariate distribution modeling
5) Data generation and filtering
6) Validation

The methods used in each step will be presented in this
section, with the exception of the data categorization step,
which is based on the results from other steps and introduced
in Section IV.

A. Parameterization of the Lead-Vehicle Speed Profiles

For each case, the lead-vehicle speed profile was fit-
ted to a piecewise linear model, similar to that used by
Markkula et al. [23]. However, the applications are different.
Their work modeled the following vehicle’s braking behavior
(acceleration, not speed) as only one braking phase with
constant deceleration. The lead vehicle’s braking behavior can
have multiple phases, however, making the piecewise linear
model here more complicated.

1) Piecewise Linear Model: This model simplifies the
lead-vehicle speed profile as several consecutive straight lines.
The connection points of these lines are named breakpoints.
The model contained the following steps:

Step 0: Start.
Step 1: Set sample weight to emphasize the different
importance levels of different samples. The closer to time
zero, the more relevant the sample is to the crash/near-
crash, and thus the more important and the greater the
weight. In this case, we can prioritize capturing the speed
changes closer to time zero and avoid overfitting the early
samples. The weight of sample i is defined as

wi = (0.1 − ti )−0.5, (1)

where wi and ti are the weight and time of sample
i respectively. (More details about setting the sample
weights are in Appendix A-A.)
Step 2: Fit the lead-vehicle speed profile using weighted
piecewise linear regressions with the number of break-
points nb from zero to the pre-configured maximum
number of breakpoints nb,max . The weighted piecewise
linear regression is based on the “piecewise-regression”
package in python [32], which fits a curve as several
consecutive straight lines. The option to consider sample
weights has been added to the package locally.

Step 3: Select the best regression. Compute the loss
L according to (2) for each regression, and choose the
regression with the minimum loss.

L = (ϵ + λ ·
max(v)

1v + ϵ
) · nb − R2, (2)

where ϵ is a small positive value to avoid a zero denom-
inator or a zero penalty for the number of breakpoints
when max(v) is zero, λ (> 0) is a pre-configured penalty
coefficient, 1v(= max(v) − min(v)) is the maximum
speed change, and R2 is the R-squared of the regression
(indicating the fitting accuracy). The loss function penal-
izes excessive breakpoints to avoid overfitting, especially
when max(v) is large and 1v is small. (The justification
for the loss function is in Appendix A-B.)
Step 4: Modify the fitting results to avoid any negative
estimated speed v̂ (due to estimation error) in the mod-
eling duration, −5 to 0 s (the sampled duration might
be shorter than 5 seconds, yet the model can predict the
speed for the missing part). There are two sub-steps:

1) Add one breakpoint in the start or end segment
where v̂ is 0 m/s if there is any negative v̂ at the
start-point or end-point of the modeling duration.
Then set v̂ to 0 m/s from the newly added breakpoint
to the start-point or end-point.

2) Change v̂ at that breakpoint to 0 m/s if there is any
negative estimated speed value at any breakpoint.
Then connect the modified breakpoint with other
points.

Given that v̂ is non-negative at the start-point, end-point,
and all breakpoints, v̂ should be non-negative during the
whole modeling duration.
Step 5: End.

This piecewise linear model aims to fit the lead-vehicle
speed profile with the simplest regression model possible.
Consequently, we set nb,max = 3, λ = 0.006, and ϵ =

1 × 10−6 m/s. nb,max was set as the maximum number of
breakpoints annotated among a small sub-dataset that was
randomly sampled, while λ was set as the elbow of the
curve, representing the total number of breakpoints for all
events plotted against λ. (More details of the selection of
pre-configured parameters are in Appendix A-C.)

2) Parameters: The piecewise linear model consists of a
maximum of four consecutive lines with three breakpoints.
Given the priorities of simplification and sample weights, it is
unnecessary to include the segments relatively far from time
zero when there are more than three segments. If the lead
vehicle reaches a steady speed at the last segment (S), at most,
three segments closest to time zero are selected; otherwise,
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Fig. 2. Three selected segments.

at most, two segments closest to time zero are selected
(i.e., segment S is removed). Fig. 2 shows an example of
three selected segments. The following are explanations of
each segment (backward in time from time zero), including
two descriptive parameters, in the context of lead-vehicle pre-
crash kinematics:

• Segment S: The lead vehicle maintains a steady speed in
this segment. τs is the segment duration, and vc is the
lead vehicle’s estimated speed at time zero.

• Segment 1: The lead vehicle keeps a non-zero constant
acceleration in this segment. τ1 is the segment duration,
and a1 is the constant acceleration.

• Segment 2: The lead vehicle keeps a constant acceleration
in this segment. τ2 is the segment duration, and a2 is the
constant acceleration.

The six-parameter vector [vc, a1, a2, τs, τ1, τ2] is used to
represent an event. It is important to note that not every
event contains all three segments. Segment S and Segment
1 can exist independently, while Segment 2 can only exist
when Segment 1 exists. There were five possible combinations,
including their proportions: Segment S (8.9%); Segment S &
1 (8.3%); Segment S & 1 & 2 (22.8%); Segment 1 (6.9%); and
Segment 1 & 2 (53.1%). The parameters of any non-existent
segments are defined according to the following rules:

1) If Segment S is non-existent, τs = 0 s.
2) If Segment 1 is non-existent, τ1 = 0 s and a1 = 0 m/s2.
3) If Segment 2 is non-existent, τ2 = 0 s and a2 = a1.

B. Data Combination

The CISS and SHRP2 datasets can be interpreted as two
perspectives of crashes in the United States. By weighting the
CISS and SHRP2 crashes appropriately, we can combine these
two perspectives to achieve a combined dataset that describes
the full range of passenger vehicle crashes (from non-severe
to severe), leveraging each dataset’s individual strength. For
the sake of simplicity, the terms ‘crash,’ ‘near-crash,’ and
‘incident’ (without any further specification) refer to the lead
vehicle’s behavior (speed profile) for each respective type.

Assuming that severe crashes in both the CISS and SHRP2
datasets (CISS_sc and SHRP2_sc) come from the same dis-
tribution is crucial before combining the two datasets. The
rationale for this assumption is the similarity between the
definitions of CISS crashes (police-reported towed vehicle
crashes) and severe SHRP2 crashes (SHRP2 severity level I
crashes). Moreover, non-parametric tests were conducted to

determine if CISS_sc and SHRP2_sc are significantly differ-
ent. The results do not show any significance. (More details
of the comparison are in Appendix B.)

The two datasets were combined in the following three
steps: 1) pre-processing crash data, 2) reweighting crash data,
and 3) adding selected near-crashes as variations of crashes.
Steps 1-2 combined crashes in the CISS and SHRP2 datasets
into one dataset, the combined crash dataset. Step 3 added
selected SHRP2 near-crashes to the combined crash dataset,
and the new dataset, including the selected near-crashes,
is called the combined incident dataset. It contains the param-
eterized (not raw) incident and their sample weights and is
published online and available to the public [29].

1) Pre-Processing Crash Data: Generally, sample weights
are used so that the weighted data represent the frequency of
occurrence. Before combining the crashes in the two datasets,
we pre-processed the crash data so that the sample weights
of the two datasets were compatible. Preprocessing tunes
the existing sample weights (for the CISS dataset) or sets
sample weights (for the SHRP2 dataset) so that the sum of
sample weights equals the valid sample size for each respective
dataset.

According to [26], CISS crashes were sampled using a
probability sampling method with sampling features such as
stratification, clustering, and unequal selection probabilities.
Thus, the CISS sample is not a simple random sample; each
CISS crash was assigned a sample weight to produce an
unbiased estimation. These original sample weights range
expansively from 21.8 to 3833.6. However, extreme variation
in sampling weights can result in excessively large sampling
variances when the data and the selection probabilities are
not positively correlated [33]. A weight-trimming approach
proposed in [34] was applied to reduce sampling variance.
(More details of this approach are in Appendix C.) The next
is to scale the trimmed weights so that the sum of the scaled
weights equals the valid sample size.

w1,i = n1,vld ·
w1,i,t∑
i w1,i,t

, (3)

where w1,i is the weight of crash i in CISS_sc after scaling,
w1,i,t is the weight of crash i in CISS_sc after trimming, and
n1,vld is the valid sample size of CISS_sc.

SHRP2 crashes (SHRP2_sc and SHRP2_nsc), since they
occurred during the data collection period in the SHRP2
project, were not sampled but directly collected. Consequently,
there are no sample weights in the SHRP2 dataset, yet all raw
crashes can be seen with the same weight. The crashes in
Group i (i = 2, 3) are assigned with the same weight wi ,
which is computed as

wi = (n2,vld + n3,vld) ·
ni

n2 + n3
·

1
ni,vld

. (4)

(As shown in Table I, among the n2 = 24 and n3 =

106 samples in SHRP2_sc and SHRP2_nsc, respectively, there
were n2,vld = 20 and n3,vld = 63 valid samples, respectively.)
The rationales for this sample weighting design are 1) the
valid samples are selected to represent the raw samples,
2) the weighted SHRP2 data should have the same proportions
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Fig. 3. Combination of crashes in the CISS and SHRP2 datasets. The
dataset’s icon length corresponds with its valid sample size. The combined
crash dataset keeps 1) the same proportions of low-speed and high-speed
severe crashes as the CISS dataset and 2) the same proportions of severe and
non-severe crashes as the SHRP2 dataset.

of severe and non-severe crashes as the raw SHRP2 data,
and 3) the sum of the weights equals the valid sample size
(n2,vld + n3,vld ).

2) Reweighting Crash Data: This step combined the CISS
and SHRP2 crashes into a combined crash dataset. The com-
bined dataset includes more information than either the CISS
or SHRP2 dataset alone, but it also should retain the raw
distributions. The lead vehicle’s estimated speed at time zero,
vc, is the most important and representative of the six param-
eters. The objective of retaining the raw distributions of the
original datasets can be described as two sub-objectives. For
the combined crash dataset:

1) Keep the same distribution of vc for severe crashes as
the CISS dataset.

2) Keep the same proportions of severe and non-severe
crashes as the SHRP2 dataset.

Compared with SHRP2_sc, CISS_sc has a wider range of
vc: SHRP2_sc [0, 7.9] m/s, CISS_sc [0, 30.4] m/s. Further,
the crashes in CISS_sc and SHRP2_sc can be divided into
two types:

• Low-speed: Crashes where vc is lower than the maximum
vc in SHRP2_sc.

• High-speed: Crashes where vc is higher than the maxi-
mum vc in SHRP2_sc.

Per definition, SHRP2_sc contains only low-speed severe
crashes, while CISS_sc contains both low-speed and high-
speed severe crashes. Thus, the first sub-objective is equivalent
to keeping the same proportions of low-speed and high-speed
severe crashes given crashes in the CISS_sc and SHRP2_sc are
from the same distribution. Fig. 3 shows the two sub-objectives
of combining crashes in the CISS and SHRP2 datasets.

Consequently, this step reweighted the CISS and SHRP2
crashes and combined them as Fig. 3 shows. The proportion of
non-severe crashes in SHRP2 crashes, ηns , and the proportion
of high-speed severe crashes in CISS, ηhss , are computed
according to (5) and (6) respectively.

ηns =
n3

n2 + n3
, (5)

ηhss =
Whss

n1,vld
, (6)

where Whss is the total weight of high-speed severe crashes
before combination; it is computed as

Whss =

∑
i |vc,1,i >max(vc,2)

w1,i , (7)

where vc,1,i is the estimated lead vehicle’s speed at time zero
for crash i in Group 1, CISS_sc, and vc,2 is the estimated lead
vehicle’s speed values at time zero for crashes in Group 2,
SHRP2_sc.

As (8) shows, the sample size of the combined crash dataset,
ncmb, is the sum of the valid samples of CISS_sc, SHRP2_sc
and SHRP2_nsc.

ncmb =

3∑
i=1

ni,vld . (8)

Because the combined crash dataset should retain the same
ηns and ηhss , the equivalent sample sizes can be computed as

n′
ns = ncmb · ηns, (9)

n′

hss = ncmb · (1 − ηns) · ηhss, (10)
n′

lss = ncmb · (1 − ηns) · (1 − ηhss), (11)

where n′
ns is the sample size of non-severe crashes

(SHRP2_nsc) after combination, and n′

hss and n′

lss are the
sample sizes of high-speed and low-speed severe crashes after
combination. The weights can then be deduced according to
(12-14).

w′

3 =
n′

ns

n3,vld
, (12)

w′

2 = n′

lss ·
w2

Wlss
, (13)

w′

1,i =


n′

lss ·
w1,i

Wlss
, if vc,1,i ≤ max(vc,2);

n′

hss ·
w1,i

Whss
, if vc,1,i > max(vc,2).

, (14)

where Wlss , computed according to (15), is the total sample
weight of low-speed severe crashes before combination.

Wlss = w2 · n2,vld +

∑
i |vc,1,i ≤max(vc,2)

w1,i . (15)

3) Adding Selected Near-Crashes as Variations of Crashes:
After the last step, the combined crash dataset was acquired.
However, the sample size of the combined crash dataset,
namely the sum of the valid samples from CISS_sc,
SHRP2_sc, and SHRP2_nsc, is only 132. As this is a low
number for modeling distributions of the six parameters,
[vc, a1, a2, τs, τ1, τ2], we increased the number of samples
by adding near-crashes similar in terms of the lead vehicle’s
behavior to any crash (more details in Section III-B.3). Sample
weights must be adjusted so that the valid sample size (sum of
sample weights) remains the same and the added near-crashes
do not change the distributions in the combined crash dataset.
More details of the rationale and consequences of this action
will be discussed in Section V.

In the SHRP2 dataset, not all near-crashes were captured.
The SHRP2 near-crashes were automatically captured by
designed trigger specifications and then validated by man-
ual annotation. In other words, those trigger specifications
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contribute to a certain sampling bias of near-crashes in the
SHRP2 dataset. For the rear-end near-crashes, the primary
trigger specification is the “Longitudinal Deceleration,” which
requires the level of longitudinal acceleration to be less than
or equal to −0.65 g, and the threshold is exceeded for at
least one timestamp [28]. Consequently, near-crashes in which
the lead vehicle does not brake harshly enough to reach that
threshold are under-represented because they are not captured.
Therefore, to avoid introducing bias, we cannot simply add all
SHRP2 near-crashes directly to the combined crash dataset to
form an even more comprehensive dataset covering all incident
severities from near-crashes to severe crashes. However, lead-
vehicle behaviors near-crashes in some near-crashes are similar
to those observed in crashes; these near-crashes can be added
to the combined crash dataset as variations of crashes. The
implementation of the merging of crashes with a subset of the
near-crashes was done with the following steps.

1) For near-crash i , defined by the parameter space
[vi

c, ai
1, ai

2, τ
i
s , τ

i
1, τ

i
2], find the most similar crash across

the combined crash dataset using the Euclidean distance
computed based on the standardized six parameters
(z-score). The crash most similar to near-crash i (of all
the crashes in the combined crash dataset) is defined as
the one with the minimum Euclidean distance, di,min ,
and is called the ‘most similar crash’ of near-crash i .

2) Near-crashes with a minimum Euclidean distance less
than a set threshold dthd (di,min ≤ dthd ) are considered
similar enough to crashes to be selected for addition to
the combined crash dataset.

3) For crash j , if there are in total n j
nc (n j

nc ≥ 0) near-
crashes whose most similar crash is crash j , the weights
of crash j and those near-crashes in the combined
incident dataset are set as w j

1+n j
nc

, where w j is the weight
of crash j in the combined crash dataset.

The threshold dthd was set as 0.78, and it was according to
the analysis of the similarity between crashes in the combined
crash dataset. As in the first step, we computed the minimum
Euclidean distances for the lead-vehicle behaviors in crashes
from the combined crash dataset. Then dthd was set based on
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the mentioned
distances considering sample weights in the combined crash
dataset. (More details of the choice of dthd are in Appendix D.)

In the first two steps, to select near-crashes similar to crashes
in the combined crash dataset, the Euclidean distance was used
to measure the similarity between incidents. The last step was
to adjust the sample weights to retain the raw distributions in
the combined crash dataset.

C. Multivariate Distribution Modeling

The combined incident dataset was categorized into several
sub-datasets (more details on this process in Section IV-C). For
each sub-dataset, a multivariate distribution model was built
to generate synthetic lead-vehicle speed profiles. A synthetic
incident dataset was then built by sampling the generated
speed profiles in proportion to the sample size of each
sub-dataset.

Fig. 4. The procedure of the multivariate distribution modeling.

The modeling principle here is to make things as simple
as possible because a large amount of data is required to
create a complicated model, while the actual amount of data
available is very limited. Several simplifications were made in
the modeling process and are discussed in Section V.

Two terms used in the modeling procedure are defined. A
point-mass mixture distribution parameter contains a point-
mass (a particular value with more observations than a
continuous distribution can describe), which requires a mixture
distribution model to describe its distribution. It is generally
difficult to model the relationship between this parameter type
and some other type.

A correlation coefficient is a numerical measure ranging
from −1 to 1 that measures the strength and direction of a
linear relationship between two quantitative variables [35].
A large significant absolute coefficient indicates a strong
linear relationship between the measured variables. The sign
indicates whether the relationship is positive or negative. A
significant and non-weak correlation is defined as a correlation
whose coefficient has a p-value less than 0.05 (significant) and
an absolute value greater than or equal to 0.3 (non-weak).

1) Procedure: The steps in the procedure for multivariate
distribution modeling (shown in Fig. 4) are listed below. More
details of some steps are in the next subsections.

Step 0: Start.
Step 1: Identify point-mass mixture distribution parame-
ters in the input data.
Step 2: Correlation computation. The correlation coef-
ficients between every two parameters are computed.
We use the “weights” package in R [36] to compute
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the weighted (Pearson) correlation coefficients between
all two parameter combinations, considering the sample
weights.
Step 3: Check if any two point-mass mixture distribution
parameters are significantly and non-weakly correlated.
If so, split the data into two sub-datasets based on
whether the parameter equals its point-mass value for
either point-mass mixture distribution parameter; then, for
each sub-dataset, go through the modeling from Step 1;
otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4: Check if any point-mass mixture distribution
parameter is significantly and non-weakly correlated with
another parameter. If not, go to Step 5. Otherwise,
perform data transformation followed by a correla-
tion computation of the transformed data, then go to
Step 5. The data transformation aims to decorrelate the
point-mass mixture distribution parameter from any other
parameter so that it can be modeled independently.
Step 5: Classify each parameter as correlated or uncor-
related. A parameter is categorized as a correlated
parameter if it exhibits a significant and strong correlation
with any other parameter and as uncorrelated if no such
correlation is observed.
Step 6: Model the distribution. For correlated param-
eters, a multivariate normal distribution model is used
(Multivariate normal distribution modeling in Fig. 4). The
parameters are fitted to their own distributions separately
(Distribution fitting in Fig. 4).
Step 7: Output the multivariate distribution model for the
input data.
Step 8: End.

2) Data Splitting: Step 3 performed data splitting if two
point-mass mixture distribution parameters have a signifi-
cant and non-weak correlation. In this way, we built two
sub-models for the two sub-datasets instead of building a
complicated model for two correlated point-mass mixture
distribution parameters. This simplification was performed
because it is difficult to model the correlation between two
point-mass mixture distribution parameters. In this case, the
decorrelation method utilized in Step 4 is ineffective when
dealing with the correlation between a regular parameter
and a point-mass mixture distribution parameter. Because the
point-mass of the point-mass mixture distribution parameter
used as the independent variable cannot be produced in the
generated data. However, future work should aim to incorpo-
rate this modeling aspect.

3) Data Transformation: The purpose was to ensure that no
parameter is correlated with any point-mass mixture distribu-
tion parameter after transformation. For a parameter, xi , that is
significantly and non-weakly correlated with any point-mass
mixture distribution parameter, the transformed parameter x ′

i
was computed according to

x ′

i = xi − f (X pm), (16)

where f (X pm) is the estimated linear regression model,
in which xi and the vector of all point-mass mixture dis-
tribution parameters X pm are the explanatory and dependent

variables respectively. Consequently, x ′

i is not correlated with
any point-mass mixture distribution parameter.

In contrast, for a parameter that is neither significantly nor
non-weakly correlated with any point-mass mixture distribu-
tion parameter, it is unchanged after transformation.

4) Distribution Fitting: The data for a parameter, which
does not include a point mass, was fitted into a set of distri-
butions, including normal, skew-normal, exponential-normal,
and gamma distributions, using the maximum likelihood esti-
mation (MLE). Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used
to select the best-fitting distribution with the lowest AIC value.
AIC is an estimator of prediction error and, thereby, the
relative quality of statistical models for a given set of data [37].

For a point-mass mixture distribution parameter x j , a mix-
ture distribution model combining a binomial distribution and
a continuous distribution was used. The mixture distribution
model, in this case, is a hurdle model [38], in that all the
point-mass values come only from the binomial distribution,
while all other values come from the continuous distribution.
Therefore, the two sub-distributions were fitted separately
using MLE:

1) The binomial distribution’s estimated success possibility
is the point-mass value proportion.

2) For the continuous distribution model, select suc-
cessively from the gamma, generalized gamma, and
exponential distribution models using AIC.

5) Multivariate Normal Distribution Modeling: This pro-
cess modeled all n correlated parameters as a multivariate
normal distribution according to the following steps.

1) Fit the distribution for all correlated parameters with the
same method used in the sub-step, distribution fitting.

2) Use the quantile transformation (also known as quantile
mapping) [39] to transform the data to the standard
normal distribution N (0, 1) for each parameter.

3) Compute the covariance matrix 6 ∈ Rn×n of the
normalized parameters and set 6i i = 1 (i = 1, . . . , n).

4) Build the multivariate normal distribution N (M, 6),
where M = (0, . . . , 0)T .

The 6i i and M were set directly because the normalized
parameters all belong to N (0, 1).

D. Data Generation and Filtering

Synthetic lead-vehicle speed profiles represented by the six
parameters were generated in two steps based on each devel-
oped multivariate distribution model, which might contain
a multivariate normal distribution (for correlated parame-
ters) and several fitted distribution models (for uncorrelated
parameters).

1) Data generation from the sub-model(s): For correlated
parameters, the normalized data is generated from the
multivariate normal distribution model. Then, we per-
form a quantile transformation (an inverse version of
the quantile transformation done in the sub-step, multi-
variate normal distribution modeling) of the normalized
data. For every uncorrelated parameter, the data is gen-
erated solely from its fitted distribution model.
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2) Inverse transformation: For each parameter, perform the
inverse transformation of any transformation conducted
in the data transformation sub-step during the modeling.

Three types of constraints were set to remove any invalid
generated speed profiles.

• Range constraints: Each parameter has its own range
limit, such as τ1 ≥ 0 s and vc ≥ 0 m/s.

• Physical constraints: First, the lead vehicle should not
reverse; its speed should be no less than 0 m/s for
the whole duration. Second, the physical constraint for
vehicle acceleration applied to extracted events is also
applied here: ai ∈ [−g, g] (i = 1, 2).

• Categorization constraints: The whole dataset was cat-
egorized into multiple sub-datasets according to certain
conditions that lead to the modeling sub-dataset, so the
generated data should also fulfill these conditions. Some
examples are shown in Section IV-C.

E. Validation

A synthetic dataset containing 10,000 synthetic lead-vehicle
speed profiles was built by proportionally sampling the speed
profiles generated by the distribution model of each sub-
dataset. Besides descriptive statistics analysis, non-parametric
tests, particularly the weighted two-sample Kolmogorov—
Smirnov (KS) tests (using the “Ecume” package in R [40]),
were conducted to test whether the synthetic and raw
lead-vehicle speed profiles are from different distributions.
While lack of significance in the KS test does not mean that
the distributions are the same, it does mean that the sample
distributions are similar enough that a conclusion of “different”
cannot be made with high confidence. Since non-parametric
tests generally have lower statistical power (the probability of
a test correctly rejecting the null hypothesis) than parametric
tests [41], and since similarity is of interest in this application,
we adjusted the significance level (α) to 0.10 rather than 0.05.
Doing so increases power and reduces the probability of a
Type II error (a failure to reject a null hypothesis that is
actually false) [42].

IV. RESULTS

A. Parameterization of the Lead-Vehicle Speed Profile

Most events have a decent fitness level. 98.3% (298 out of
303) of the events have an adjusted R-squared R̄2 greater than
0.9. Fig. 5 shows several examples of the fit results. On the
other hand, a few events have a lower adjusted R-squared value
(an example is shown in Fig. 6). This is because of minor
fluctuations (basically noise) during a very small (negligible)
lead vehicle speed change during the event, which the piece-
wise linear model reasonably approximated with a straight
line (constant acceleration). In addition, the events with a
frequency of 5 Hz (3 out of 303) have an adjusted R-squared
greater than 0.99, indicating that the lower-frequency cases do
not have a ‘worse’ fit than the higher-frequency cases.

B. Data Combination

Eighty-two near-crashes, 62.1% of the total number of
crashes, are selected as variations of crashes and added to

Fig. 5. Examples of fit results. (a)-(d) show the weighted piecewise linear
regressions with zero to three breakpoints.

Fig. 6. An example of fit results with lower adjusted R-squared values.

TABLE II
COMPOSITION OF THE COMBINED INCIDENT DATASET

the combined crash dataset, resulting in a sample size of
214 incidents in the combined incident dataset. Table II shows
the composition. The weighted CDFs of the six parameters are
checked for both the combined crash and combined incident
datasets (for instance, the weighted CDFs of vc are shown
in Fig. 7). The difference between the two datasets regarding
a single parameter’s marginal distribution is negligible. How-
ever, there are noticeable variations in the joint distribution
when considering multiple variables, as illustrated in Fig. 8.
(More details of the comparison are in Appendix E.)

C. Data Categorization

There can be different patterns in the combined incident
dataset, and it is difficult to build a comprehensive multivariate
distribution model that covers all the data. However, creating
sub-datasets allows a simpler model to be applied to each one.

The relationship of each pair of the six parameters in
the combined incident dataset was checked. The relationship
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Fig. 7. Weighted CDFs of vc of both the combined crash and combined
incident datasets.

Fig. 8. Joint distributions of a1 and a2 of both the combined crash and
combined incident datasets. The combined crash dataset is a subset of the
combined incident dataset.

Fig. 9. Three patterns of the lead-vehicle speed change trend.

between a2 and a1, indicating the lead-vehicle speed change
trend, shows the most distinct patterns, including the propor-
tions in the combined incident dataset, as follows (see Fig. 9).

1) Constant Acceleration (a1 = a2, 46.2%): The lead
vehicle keeps a constant acceleration until a steady speed is
reached or an impact occurs. In this case, Segment 2 is non-
existent (τ2 = 0 s), and a2 is set to a1.

2) Increasing Acceleration (a1 > a2, 20.3%): The lead
vehicle increases its acceleration as time goes from Segment
2 to Segment 1. For example, the lead vehicle brakes harshly,
followed by gentle braking or even acceleration.

3) Decreasing Acceleration (a1 < a2, 33.5%): The lead
vehicle decreases its acceleration from Segment 2 to Seg-
ment 1. For example, the lead vehicle accelerates first and
then starts to brake harshly.

TABLE III
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RAW AND SYNTHETIC INCIDENTS

However, the data of each pattern can be appropriately
modeled if they are further categorized into smaller sub-
datasets. In this case, there were seven sub-datasets (S1-S7),
and we needed to model all of them except S1. All the sub-
datasets, including the proportions in the combined incident
dataset, are listed below.

According to the number of actual parameters, the data
of the constant acceleration pattern were divided into the
following three sub-datasets:

• S1: Standstill; 25.5%.
• S2: Constant acceleration; 10.5%.
• S3: Constant non-zero acceleration then steady

speed; 10.2%.
The increasing acceleration pattern data contains two

sub-patterns depending on whether or not the lead vehicle is
decelerating in Segment 1, as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, the
data were divided into two sub-datasets:

• S4: Increasing acceleration and a1 < 0 m/s2; 15.7%.
• S5: Increasing acceleration and a1 > 0 m/s2; 4.6%.
Finally, the decreasing acceleration pattern data con-

tains two significantly and non-weakly correlated point-mass
mixture distribution model parameters, vc and τs . In the
multivariate distribution modeling, the data of the decreasing
acceleration pattern were divided into two sub-datasets based
on whether τs equals its point-mass value, 0 s, or not:

• S6: Decreasing acceleration and τs = 0 s; 13.3%.
• S7: Decreasing acceleration and τs > 0 s; 20.2%.
As mentioned in III-D, along with two other constraints,

categorization constraints were used to remove invalid speed
profiles. For example, for sub-dataset S4, the categorization
constraints were: a1 > a2 (increasing acceleration), and a1 <

0 m/s2.

D. Comparison Between the Synthetic and Raw Incidents

Table III compares the six parameters for the synthetic
incident dataset and the combined (raw) incident dataset. There
are minor differences between the raw and synthetic incidents
for each parameter regarding the weighted mean and standard
deviation (SD). Furthermore, the two datasets were subjected
to weighted Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to assess whether there
are any significant differences in each of the six parameters.
The results, presented as p-values in the table, do not indicate
any significant difference. However, it is important to note
that the lack of significance does not necessarily imply that
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Fig. 10. Weighted CDFs of vc of the raw and synthetic incidents. The raw
incidents are properly weighted to be combined into one dataset. All synthetic
incidents have a weight of 1.

Fig. 11. Comparison between the raw and synthetic incidents: joint
distribution of a1 and a2.

Fig. 12. Lead-vehicle speed profiles from the raw and synthetic incidents of
sub-dataset S4 (Increasing acceleration and a1< 0 m/s2). The bold lines are
with the weighted mean values of parameters describing the speed profiles.
The thin lines are 100 randomly sampled profiles for the raw and synthetic
incidents respectively.

the datasets are from the same distribution. Despite this, the
visual comparison of the well-aligned weighted cumulative
distribution functions (CDFs) for each of the six parameters
in the two datasets (an example of vc is illustrated in Fig. 10)
reveals substantial similarities. (More details of the weighted
CDFs of each parameter are in Appendix E.)

Moreover, the joint distributions of every two parameters
and the raw and synthetic speed profiles of every sub-dataset
were compared. For instance, Fig. 11 shows the joint distribu-
tion of a1 and a2, and Fig. 12 shows the comparison results
for S4.

Fig. 13. t-SNE projection of the raw and synthetic incidents.

As a final step, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) was used to visualize the raw and synthetic incidents
in two dimensions; see Fig. 13. t-SNE is a statistical method
for visualizing high-dimensional data by giving each data point
a location in a two or three-dimensional map [43]. In Fig. 13,
the blue dots (projection of raw incidents) are surrounded by
the red dots (projection of synthetic incidents).

In summary, the synthetic and raw incidents are similar and
well-aligned. (More details regarding the comparison are in
Appendix E.)

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study focuses on the lead vehicle’s behavior in rear-
end crashes, which is mostly independent of the following
vehicle’s behavior. Thus, this study models the lead-vehicle
speed profile without considering its interaction with the
following vehicle.

A piecewise linear model was used to represent the
lead-vehicle speed profile in the pre-crash phase, providing a
more accurate digital representation of the lead-vehicle kine-
matics than the conventional constant acceleration/deceleration
model. Two datasets (CISS and SHRP2) were combined to
produce a comprehensive rear-end critical incident (crash/near-
crash) dataset that captures the full severity range. Multivariate
distribution models were constructed to generate synthetic
lead-vehicle speed profiles that were compared with the raw
speed profiles.

The results show that the piecewise linear model has
good fitting performance. The raw and synthetic incidents
display a notable alignment. Moreover, a range of different
lead-vehicle speed patterns were revealed, indicating the pro-
posed piecewise linear model’s greater accuracy compared to
the conventional constant acceleration/deceleration model. For
example, the lead vehicle could exhibit harsh braking followed
by gentle braking (as shown in Fig. 12) or even acceleration.
In addition, the lead vehicle does not necessarily brake harshly.
In fact, in many cases, the lead vehicle keeps a constant speed
or is at a standstill for a considerable time (up to five seconds)
prior to the crash.

In summary, the proposed model accurately matches
lead-vehicle kinematics from in-depth pre-crash/near-crash
data across the full severity range, outperforming previously
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF BOOTSTRAPPING

existing lead vehicle models in terms of both severity range
and precision. Furthermore, in addition to generating simulated
rear-end crash scenarios, this model has the potential to aid
substantially in the reconstruction of individual real-world
crashes. That is, by offering more realistic speed profiles for
reconstructed crashes (considering the speed at impact and
other constraints as discussed in Section V-E), the model
provides a means of generating a distribution of possible speed
profiles during the reconstruction process instead of providing
only a single speed profile.

A. Robustness of the Results

When conducting a study with a relatively small sample
size, it is crucial to examine the robustness of the results. To do
so, we conducted a bootstrapping study to test the multivariate
distribution modeling method. This process is outlined below:

1) Create 200 new datasets by randomly sampling
100 times (without replacement) from all samples with
a sample size reduction of 10% and 20%, respectively.

2) For every new dataset, go through the multivariate dis-
tribution modeling process and generate a new synthetic
dataset with a sample size of 1,000.

3) Perform two-sample KS tests for each of the six param-
eters to compare each of the bootstrapped synthetic
datasets with the original synthetic dataset generated
using all samples.

4) Compute the p-value of bootstrapping, which represents
the proportion of bootstrap samples for which the KS
test is not significant (p > 0.1) [44].

The results do not show any significance (all p-values are
larger than 0.1), as indicated in Table IV. Hence, the robustness
of the proposed modeling method was demonstrated.

B. Sampling Bias of Driver Age in the SHRP2 Dataset

In addition to the sampling bias in near-crashes mentioned
in Section III-B, there is also a driver-age sampling bias in
the SHRP2 dataset. Both young and old drivers are over-
represented [45]. We investigated the possible impact of this
bias and concluded that it can be ignored in this study. (More
details are in Appendix F.)

C. Adding Selected Near-Crashes as Variations of Crashes

In this study, near-crashes similar to a crash in the combined
crash dataset were selected and added as variations of crashes
with sample weighting adjustment. There are two rationales
for doing so.

First, the lead-vehicle speed profiles in a near-crash and a
crash can be similar. Given the same lead-vehicle behavior,
a rear-end near-crash incident can easily turn into a crash if
the following vehicle’s driver reacts more slowly or brakes
less harshly.

Second, the sample weighting adjustment practically mit-
igates the risk that the added near-crashes will change the
raw distributions. With the sample weighting adjustment men-
tioned in Section III, the raw parameter distributions of the
combined crash dataset are retained in the new, combined inci-
dent dataset. At the same time, with the added samples, there
are more observed values. Thus, a more reliable distribution
modeling can be achieved.

It is also worth mentioning the alternative to weigh the six
parameters (based on prior knowledge) when computing the
Euclidean distance between two events. For instance, vc could
have a larger weight than others because it directly relates to
the impact result. Future work should address such a weighting
method.

D. Limitations

In addition to the issue with correlated point-mass mixture
distribution parameters (as discussed in Section III-C.2) and
the reduced statistical power of the non-parametric tests used
(as outlined in Section III-E), the following limitations are
noteworthy:

1) Only the kinematics of the lead vehicle are considered
in this work. Numerous variables can influence the
occurrence of a crash, including road structure, traffic
signals, and weather conditions. Future research should
address these considerations when more comprehensive
data are available. Nonetheless, a precise description of
lead-vehicle kinematics by utilizing diverse data sources
and considering crashes occurring in various situations is
instrumental in capturing an important part of the overall
variability observed in real-world rear-end crashes.

2) The modeled lead vehicle’s acceleration is not con-
sistently smooth. This could be attributed to the fact
that the speed of the lead vehicle is modeled using a
piecewise linear model, resulting in a sudden change in
acceleration as it moves from one segment to another.
Future work should aim to smooth the acceleration
profile, potentially by introducing jerk during transitions.

3) To avoid any sharp acceleration pulse near impact
and accommodate the lowest data frequency (5 Hz),
we extracted raw data up to only 0.3 s before impact for
each crash. To investigate the influence of the section
of 0.3 s, we extracted raw data up to 0.2 s before
impact for crashes with a data frequency of 10 Hz.
Then we refitted those cases into the piecewise linear
model and obtained a new set of six-dimensional vectors
(parameterized speed profiles). At last, we checked the
difference of each parameter between the raw and new
fit results. Table V shows percentiles of the absolute
value of the difference for each parameter, indicating
negligible differences between the fit results. Therefore,
the outcomes of this study are not sensitive to the
selection of 0.3 s.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE NEW AND RAW FIT RESULTS

4) The method of multivariate distribution modeling only
considers the linear correlation between two parame-
ters and disregards any potential nonlinear relationship
between them, as well as weak or non-significant cor-
relations. In addition, the correlated parameters are
assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution,
which effectively models the parameters as linearly
related. These simplifications are made to keep the
model tractable and avoid over-interpreting the relation-
ships between parameters, as it is not feasible to create a
complex multivariate model with a small dataset without
a substantial risk of overfitting. These simplifications
may, however, reduce the accuracy of the model. Unfor-
tunately, it is impossible to investigate the consequences
with the available data, but future work should address
this issue.

5) In terms of validation, the marginal distributions of
each parameter between the raw and synthetic datasets
were compared using the weighted two-sample KS test.
Future studies should explore methods for statistically
comparing multivariate joint distributions, rather than
just marginal distributions.

E. Application

1) Data Combination Method: The proposed data combi-
nation method combines rear-end crashes from two datasets
and includes selected rear-end near-crashes from the SHRP2
dataset as variations of crashes. This method is generic and
can be adapted to other situations, such as combining multiple
crash datasets of other crash scenarios. It is also important to
mention that near-crashes are used as substitutes for crashes
because of their strong connection and similarities. When
applying this method, we need to ensure the data to be added
can be used as substitutes.

2) Multivariate Distribution Modeling Method: The multi-
variate distribution modeling method proposed in this research
can be easily adapted to other situations where building a
distribution model from a relatively small dataset is needed and
an understanding of the underlying distribution is available.
For instance, this method can be used to analyze other crash
scenarios.

3) Synthetic Data: The synthetic data generated in this
study can be useful in both rear-end crash reconstructions and
safety assessments of ADAS and ADS.

• For rear-end crash reconstructions, despite a relatively
accurate estimation of the impact speed, it is rarely possi-
ble to reconstruct the speed profile of the vehicles during

Fig. 14. Sample weight against time.

Fig. 15. Total number of breakpoints against λ. λ was set as the elbow of
the curve, 0.006.

the pre-crash phase if no recorded data are available.
Post-crash interviews and evidence from the on-scene
investigation may be the only source of information.
Usually, the lead vehicle would be assumed to be moving
with a constant acceleration/deceleration before the crash
when no information to the contrary is available. Syn-
thetic data can provide alternative speed profiles given
the speed at impact and other available constraints. The
use of synthetic data will make the reconstruction easier
and more reliable since they can provide prior knowledge
of the lead-vehicle speed profile based on actual collected
pre-crash data.

• For the safety assessments of ADAS and ADS, the
synthetic data can be used to create virtual crashes for
testing whether the crash can be avoided with a given
ADAS or ADS.

VI. FUTURE WORK

This study is the first step in generating rear-end crash sce-
narios for the safety assessments of ADAS and ADS. Future
work will use models of the following vehicle’s behavior
together with the lead-vehicle kinematics model from this
work to generate rear-end crash scenarios.

After completing these steps for the rear-end crash scenario,
we will move on to other crash scenarios. Moreover, the
parameterized data for the additional scenarios will be added
to the same online combined incident dataset.

APPENDIX A
PARAMETERIZATION OF THE LEAD-VEHICLE

SPEED PROFILES

A. Sample Weights

In each lead-vehicle speed profile, the weight of sample i
is defined as a function of t (i),

wi = (0.1 − ti )−0.5. (17)
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Fig. 16. Comparison between the weighted CDFs of the six parameters of CISS_sc and SHRP2_sc.

TABLE VI
WEIGHTED TWO-SAMPLE KS TESTS BETWEEN CISS_SC AND SHRP2_SC

The function is plotted in Fig. 14; the weight ranges from
0.44 to 3.16 for near-crashes and from 0.44 to 1.58 for crashes.
(The weight differences aren’t huge.)

We wanted to fit the lead-vehicle speed profile into a
piecewise linear model with as few breakpoints as possible,
so we limited the maximum amount of breakpoints. Without
sample weights, the piecewise linear model treats the speed
changes close to time zero and those close to the start of the
incident equally. In other words, the chance of the piecewise
linear model adding a breakpoint is the same throughout the
time period. However, with the sample weights considered,
the model will prioritize capturing the speed changes closer
to time zero by adding a new breakpoint.

B. Loss Function

In the piecewise linear model, a larger number of break-
points covers more details (segments) of the speed changes
with more parameters, leading to a more accurate fitting. How-
ever, as dimensionality (the number of parameters) increases,
the complexity of the multivariate distribution modeling
increases and the amount of data needed often grows expo-
nentially [46]. Therefore, we introduced the loss function

L = (ϵ + λ ·
max(v)

1v + ϵ
) · nb − R2. (18)

to balance accuracy and complexity.

Fig. 17. CDF of the minimum Euclidean distance of the combined crashes.
The threshold dthd is set as the elbow of the curve, 0.780.

Fig. 18. Distributions of the minimum Euclidean distance of the combined
crashes and SHRP2_nc.

The loss function selects the weighted piecewise linear
regression with the smallest loss among several with various
numbers of breakpoints. The function contains two parts:
1) a penalty for the number of breakpoints and 2) a reward
for fitting accuracy.

The penalty part, (ϵ + λ ·
max(v)
1v+ϵ

) · nb, is based on the
perceptibility of the lead vehicle’s speed change to the fol-
lowing vehicle’s driver. An easier perceptible speed change
corresponds with a smaller penalty given the same number
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Fig. 19. Weighted CDFs of the six parameters of the combined crash and the combined incident datasets. The difference between the two datasets in terms
of a single parameter’s marginal distribution is negligible.

of breakpoints. According to Lee [47], the changing rate of
the optical size (width) of the lead vehicle on the following
vehicle’s driver’s retina is computed as

θ ′
=

d
dt

(tan−1 W
d

) =
W

W 2 + d2 · (v f − vl), (19)

where θ is the retinal image size, W is the width of the
lead vehicle, d is the following distance, v f is the following
vehicle’s speed, and vl is the lead vehicle’s speed. The
lead vehicle’s speed change will affect θ ′ and, therefore,
be perceived by the following vehicle’s driver. Considering
that 1) a larger lead vehicle’s speed change (1v) leads to a
larger change of θ ′, 2) a higher lead vehicle’s speed (max(v))
is usually associated with a larger following distance leading to
a smaller change of θ ′, and 3) a lead speed change associated
with a larger change of θ ′ is more perceptible, the penalty
should increase with the decrease of 1v or the increase of
max(v) given the same number of breakpoints nb. Regarding
the third point, it is worth mentioning that Tian et al. [48]
discovered an interesting aspect regarding pedestrian cross-
ing. As the approaching vehicle gets closer, the pedestrian’s
change rate of the vehicle’s optical size initially increases, but
after reaching approximately one meter, it decreases. This is
because the pedestrian and the vehicle are not in the same lane.
In contrast, our study focuses on two vehicles in the same lane,
and we observed a monotonic increase in θ ′, thus confirming
the third point. In addition, instead of max(v2), max(v) is
used in the penalty part because the following distance does
not increase linearly with speed [49].

The reward part, −R2, rewards fitting accuracy. Given
the same penalty, a larger R-squared indicates better fitting
accuracy and, thus, a smaller loss.

TABLE VII
THREE AGE GROUPS IN THE SHRP2 CRASH DATASET

TABLE VIII
WEIGHTED TWO-SAMPLE KS TESTS AMONG THREE AGE GROUPS

IN THE SHRP2 CRASH DATASET

C. Selection of Pre-Configured Parameters

The two pre-configured parameters in the piecewise linear
model are λ and nb,max . To determine nb,max , we randomly
selected a small sub-dataset (30 events) across the CISS and
SHRP2 datasets and manually annotated the preferred number
of breakpoints for each event in the sub-dataset. It was found
that most of the events can be covered with no more than two
breakpoints, and very few require three breakpoints. Therefore,
nb,max was set as 3. While λ was set as the elbow of the curve
shown in Fig. 15 (the total number of breakpoints for all events
against λ).

APPENDIX B
COMPARISON BETWEEN CISS_SC AND SHRP2_SC

The weighted two-sample Kolmogorov—Smirnov (KS)
tests of each of the six parameters were conducted to determine
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Fig. 20. Weighted CDFs of the six parameters of the raw and synthetic incidents.

Fig. 21. Lead-vehicle speed profiles of the raw and synthetic incidents of all sub-datasets except S1. (a)-(b) show results from S2 to S7. The bold lines
are with the weighted mean values of parameters describing the speed profile. The thin lines are 100 randomly sampled profiles for the raw and synthetic
incidents respectively.

whether the severe crashes in the CISS and SHRP2 datasets
are from the same distribution. The results in Table VI show
no significant differences. The weighted cumulative distribu-
tion functions (CDFs) of the six parameters of CISS_sc and
SHRP2_sc are shown in Fig. 16.

APPENDIX C
WEIGHT TRIMMING OF RAW SAMPLE

WEIGHTS IN CISS_SC

The weight-trimming approach used in the study is proposed
by Van de Kerckhove et al. In weight trimming, weights

exceeding a specified cut-point are trimmed to that value,
as expressed in (20).

w j t =

{
w0, if w j > w0;

w j , otherwise.
, (20)

where w j is the weight prior to trimming, and w0 is the
trimming cut-point which is defined as

w0 = 3.5
√

1 + CV 2(w j ) · median(w j ), (21)

where CV 2(w j ) is the coefficient of variation of w j . In the
case of CISS_sc, the trimming cut-point is 1797.3.
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Fig. 22. Comparison among the weighted CDFs of the six parameters of different age groups in the combined crash dataset.

APPENDIX D
ADDING SELECTED NEAR-CRASHES AS

VARIATIONS OF CRASHES

The CDF curve of the minimum Euclidean distance of the
combined crashes is shown in Fig. 17. The pre-configured
parameter dthd was set as the elbow of the curve, where
the curve slope slows down, and it can be seen as the start
of the long tail. Moreover, the distributions of the minimum
Euclidean distance of the combined crashes and SHRP2_nc
are shown in Fig. 18.

APPENDIX E
MORE DETAILED RESULTS

The weighted CDFs of the six parameters of the combined
crash and the combined incident datasets are shown in Fig. 19.

The weighted CDFs of the six parameters of the raw and
synthetic incidents are shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 21 shows the
lead-vehicle speed profiles for the raw and synthetic incidents
of all sub-datasets except S1.

APPENDIX F
DRIVER-AGE SAMPLING BIAS IN SHRP2

According to previous research [45], the SHRP2 dataset
shows an over-representation of drivers under age 25 or over
64. To investigate the effects of the sampling bias on our
study, the SHRP2 crash dataset is divided into three groups
accordingly: young (under 25), middle-aged (over 24 and
under 65), and senior (over 64), as shown in Table VII.
The weighted two-sample KS tests were applied to determine
whether there is any significant difference between any two
of the three groups for each of the six parameters [vc, a1,
a2, τs , τ1, τ2]. Based on the results presented in Table VIII,
it can be observed that only three out of eighteen comparisons

depict notable dissimilarities at a significance level of 0.10.
In addition, most of the weighted CDFs of the six parameters
of different age groups shown in Fig. 22 are well-aligned,
indicating decent similarities. Therefore, we argue that the
sampling bias of driver age in the SHRP2 dataset can be
ignored in this study.
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